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HARVARD UNIVERSITY
Division of Applied Sciences
Pierce Hall, 29 Oxford Street
Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138

Annual Progress Letter
ONR Contract N00014-83-K-0030

For Period: November 1. 1982 - October 31, 1983

V

A. Picosecond Heatina of Silicon

The personnel associated with this project consisted of:

Dr. N. Bloembergen, Principal Investigator

Dr. , M. Liu

Dr. L. A. Lompre

Dr. H. Kurz -

Dr. A. M. Malvezzi

During the first year of this contract we have reached many of the objec-

tives set for picosecond pumping and probing of silicon surfaces. The samples

consisted of high resistivity single-crystal wafers and silicon-on-sapphire

(SOS) crystalline films with thicknesses between 0.1-0.5 ps. The reflectance

and transmission of these samples was probed, after a green pump pulse at 0.53

pm of 20 ps duration had created a dense electron-hole plasma and heated the

lattice. These measurements yielded the complex index of refraction at

several wavelengths in the visible and infrared, at 0.53 Pm, 1.06 pa, 1.9 pm

and 2.8 pm. The picosecond probe pulses at the last two wavelengths were

obtained by the stimulated Reman effect, as the first Stokes of H2 gas and the

second Stokes of CH4 gas, respectively. The data were obtained as a function

. .... .I , ' = ad ''; - . . .
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of pump fluence and of the time delay following the pump pulse. The data at

0.53 pm allow a determination of the lattice temperature, which produces vari-

ations in the index of refraction for the indirect gap transition. The

infrared data permit a precise determination of the plasma density. The

latter never exceeds 5 x 1020 carriers/cs before the silicon melts. Detailed

profiles of carrier density and lattice temperature following the heating

pulse are consistent with a picture in which the dense carrier gas and the

lattice equilibrate to the same temperature in picoseconds or less, and in

which the carrier density decays from its maximum value of less than 1021 /cc

in about 100 pa. due to Auger recombination. A novel three-pulse experiment,

in which a first pulse at 0.53 pm creates the plasma, a second pulse at 1.06

pn heats this plasma, and a third pulse at various wavelengths probes the

resulting changes in index of refraction, has also been introduced.

For further details we refer to the (p)reprints of technical papers

presented at international conferences or published in technical journals.

These papers are attached as appendices.

These optical methods of approach to picosecond heating problems will be

applied next to GaAs and germanium samples. Progress has also been made on

the photoelectric emission and the emission of positive ions from silicon sur-

faces. This work will be continued during the next year.

List of papers supported by ONR Contract N00014-83-K-0030 and published

or submitted for publication in 1983.

1. 'Picosecond time-resolved detection of plasma formation and phase transi-

tions in silicon', I.N. Liu, R. Kurz and N. Bloembergen, in Laser-Solid

Interactiao I" Tranent Themal Processing 91 Natarials, W.L. Brown,
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R.A. Lesons and 3. Narayan, editors, Materials Research Society Sympo-

sium Proceedings, Vol. 13 (Elsevier North-Holland, New York, 1983). pp.

3-12.

2. 'Fundamentals of pulsed laser irradiation of silicon', B. Kurz, L.A.

Lompre and 3.M. Liu, in Proc. Materials Research Society-Europe Meeting,

Laset Solid Interactions and Transient Thermal Processing of Materials.

Strasbourg, May 1983, 3. de Physique, Colloques (1983).

3. 'Time-resolved temperature measurement of picosecond laser irradiated

silicon', L.A. Lompre, 3.M. Liu, H. Kurz and N. Bloembergen, Appl. Phys.

Lett. 43, 168-170 (1983).

4. 'Optical heating of electron-hole plasma in silicon by picosecond

pulses', L.A. Lompre, 3.M. Liu, H. Kurz and N. Bloembergen, Appl. Phys.

Lett. (accepted for publication, 1984).

5. 'Picosecond time-resolved reflectivity and transmission at 1.9 and 2.8 pm

of laser-generated plasmas in silicon and germanium', H.M. van Driel,

L.A. Lompre and N. Bloembergen, Appl. Phys. Lett. ( accepted for publica-

tion).

B. Picosecond Pulsed Laser Induced Transformations in Metals and Alloys

The personnel associated with this effort were:

F. Spaspen, Principal Investigator

C.-3. Lin, Graduate Student

C. A. MacDonald, Graduate Student

We have studied a variety of binary alloys, and found the following
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transformation products:

Fs-B: 0- AB: supersaturated b.c.c.
5- 18B: Slass
In conventional glass formation (melt-spinning), minimum of 12%B required.

Ni-Nb: 0- 18%Ni: supersaturated b.c.c.
23- 82%Ni: glass
89-100%Ni: supersaturated f.c.c. (heavily-faulted with twins and

stacking faults)
The conventional glass formation range is 40-70Ni

Co-Nb: 60%Co: glass
Co-Mo: 431Co: glass
No-Ni: 30, 50 60qNi: $lass
Co-Cu: $0Cu: supersaturated f.c.c.
Au-Co: 40Co: supersaturated f.c.c.

60, 70Co: mixture of supersaturated f.c.c. and glass

Using picosecond laser quenching. the glass formation range has been greatly

extended beyond that for conventional quenching, and a number of new glasses

have been formed. The only metals that could not be quenched into glasses

were: pure or dilute metals, and alloys for which the crystal competing with

glass formation was disordered f.c.c. (Cu-Co).

In pure metals, such as Fe, very high crystal regrowth speeds (at least

SOOm/sec) were inferred from the growth of crystals to a diameter. parallel to

the surface, as large as several M.

In marginally glass forming alloys, such as Fe-4B, interfacial instabil-

ities were observed in the latter stages of solidification, resulting in a

crystalline-amorphous two-phase morphology.

We have started a study aimed at direct measurements of crystal growth

velocities in pure metals and simple alloys. We are currently searching for

system with a large enough difference in reflectivity between the crystalline

and liquid phases, so that the pump-probe technique, developed for the silicon

work, can be applied.

We have designed and finished the construction of a dual gun ion beam



sputtering system for preparing starting alloys for irradiation. It has pro-

duced very satisfactory pure metal films; we expect to produce the first con-

positionally modulated materials in the next month.

Liio avers

1. 'Solidification morphology of picosecond pulsed laser quenched Fe96 B 4 ,

C.-J. Lin and F. Spaepen, Scripta Met., Ul, 1259 (1983).

2. 'Picosecond pulsed laser-induced melting and &lass formation in metals',

C.-3. Lin, F. Spaepen and D. Turnbull, 5th Int. Conf. on Liquid and

Amorphous Metals, to appear in J. Non-Cryst. Solids.

3. 'Metallic glasses and metastable crystalline phases produced by

picosecond pulsed laser quenching', C.-3. Lin and F. Spaepen, Mat. Res.

Soc. Conf. Symposia, in press.

These papers are added in appendix; two earlier papers, supported by the

Harvard MRL, have been added for completeness of the alloy survey.

Thetis Completed:

C.-J. Lin, 'Formation of metallic glasses by picosecond pulsed laser

quenching'. 1983.
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Time-resolved temperature measurement of picosecond laser Irradiated
silicon

L. A. Lomnprt,O1 J. M. Liu,') H. Kurz, and N. Bloembergen
Gordon McKay Laboratory. Division of Applied Sciences. Harvard University, Cambridge, Massachusetts
02138

jReceived 22 March 1983; accepted for publication 26 April 1983)

Time-resolved reflectivity and transmission measurements of crystalline silicon films reveal
lattice heating through the temperature dependence of the complex index of refraction. The
temperature rise, which is much higher than derived by others from Raman scattering
experiments, occurs in a surface layer of 100-nm thickness.

PACS numbers: 79.20.13s

While the recent results"' on the fundamental mechan- 800 K. It is the purpose of this letter to report a temperature
isms of pulsed laser anealing of silicon are consistent with a determination form the variation in the complex index of
simple thermal model, Raman scattering experiments' 7 still refraction following a pump pulse.
suggest that the phase transition occurs far below the melt- Our earlier experiments utilized a probe pulse at
ing point, and that the lattice temperature remains below A = 1064 nim, following a pump pulse at A = 532 nm. These

data revealed the existence of a dense electron-hole plasma"-'
"Peranet adres: C E.N./Scla, D G/S..A.., 1191Gifur- with a lifetime of about 100 ps. A sharp transition to a molten

Yettaen aedd raes. EN/cayDPt/SP.S,991Gsu- metallic phase occurred at a pump fluence of 0.2 i/cm .
6'Permanent address: Department of Electrical and Computer Engineer- Here, we report data on the reflectivity and transmission of

ing. Dell HillSUNY at Buffalo, Amherst. New York 14260. thin samples of silicon-on-sapphire (SOS), at a probe wave-

16 pl hs et 3(2), 15 July 1963 0003-8951 /83/140168-03S01.00 Cc 1983 American institute of Physics 168
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length A - 532 nm and with a delay of 20 0 ps after the pump focused to a diameter of 300 IMm at the e intensity contour
pulse. Under these conditions the plasma contribution to the of its Gaussian spatial profile. The probe pulse is focused to a
index variations is minimized.' The latter can now be inter- diameter of 30 pm at the exact center of the pump spot.
preted by their known intrinsic temperature variation, Because silicon has considerable absorption at 532 nm,
owing to the change in the indirect band gap and in the ma- which increases significantly with heating, the fluence of the
trix elements for the indirect transition. While in the Raman probe pulse must be kept extremely low to prevent reheating
scattering only the LO-branch phonons near the center of or assisting the heating of the sample. In this experiment the
the Brillouin zone are involved, the index variations are de- probe fluence was kept at about 0. 1 % of the pump fluence.
termined by the thermal excitations of all phonon AtA = 532 nm, the (100) silicon film of0.5-pum nominal
branches.' According to Jellison and Modine" the real part thickness exhibits sensitive changes of low intensity reflec-
of the index in the green varies as n = no + 6T, with tivity and transmission owing to slight variations of the
no= 3.93 and = 6X lO- up to T= 1000 K. The imagi- thickness across the sample. Without pumping, the reflectiv-
nary part varies as k = k, exp(T/O),with ko= 4.24 X 10-' ity R and transmission T of the film at the probe incident
and e = 430 K. angleof 26"change across the sample from a maximum value

The experimental setup is similar to that described in of R = 0.52 and a minimal value of T = 0.27 to a minimal
Ref. 9. Simultaneous reflectivity and transmission measure- value of R = 0.15 and a maximal value of T = 0.48. These
ments were performed on silicon-on-sapphire (SOS) samples interference effects, owing to reflection from the silicon-sap-
with 100) silicon surfaces and with silicon films of 0.5- or phire interface, provide an additional check on our experi-
0 .1-pm thickness. The SUS sample is heated by a pulse of 20 mental procedure. The derived values of n + ik should be
ps at 532 nm. The probe pulse is derived from the pump pulse independent of the film thickness. This was indeed found to
with a beamsplitter. The variable time delay of the probe be the case. Film thicknesses which give the highest trans-
pulse with respect to the pump pulse can be extended from mission at room temperature yield the most sensitive infor-
- 50 ps to 2.5 ns. Zero time delay was determined with an mation on the variation of k with temperature.
accuracy of ± 5 ps. The polarization of the probe beam is In Fig. I the reflectivity and transmission of a 0.5-pm-
rotated by 90' in a half-wave plate to suppress interference of thick SOS sample are plotted versus incident fluence Fof the
the two beams on the sample surface. The probe beam is heating pulse after a time delay of 200 ps. With an increasing
incident at 26" to the normal of the sample surface. The fluence level the reflectivity increases gradually and reaches
pump beam is incident on the opposite side of the normal and a plateau between 0.12 and 0.16 J/cm2 . Above this level a
travels in a direction opposite to the probe beam. Because the sharp rise to a level of 69% occurs, which corresponds to the
pump and probe pulses are at the same wavelength, these metallic reflectivity of liquid silicon at the angle of incidence
precautions are necessary to prevent artifacts generated by used in this experiment. The flat top portion reflects the con-
the interference of pump and probe. Narrow band filters are dition where multiple interferences are nearly suppressed
used in front of the photodiode detectors to eliminate stray because of the high absorption at elevated temperatures.
light at other wavelengths. The noise level of the detection The transmission drops continuously from an initial
system under regular experimental conditions is checked by value of 48% to the detection limit of 1% at 0.2 J/cm2 . This
blocking only the probe beam. The detection limit for trans- limit corresponds to an average optical absorption a >7
mission measurements is one percent. The pump pulse is X 10+4 cm-', nearly one order of magnitude above the

room-temperature value of a- 10' cm-. The optically in-
8

6t -2. At0 20s
-I

Z0

2 .0 6 0 R 0 24, 28
oo ~ ~ " --- - d -o, ' 5pl ,

FLUENCE (iJ/cm 2 ) FLUENCE (i/cmuZ)

FIG. I. Reflectivity and transmnisaion at A = 532 am, pro~ed with a delay P10. 2. Fraction of abaorbed probe pulse energly vs incident energy, fluence
A' ,, 200 pa alier the pump pulae at A - 532 am, vs incident fluence, in a ofthe pump beam for the case of (ia O .S-pm~thick and (b) a 0. .I~m-thacL
0.Siim-thick SOS aample. SOS sample.

119 Apl. Pthys Lett., Vol. 43. No. 2, 5July 1963 Lompr6 etal, i6g
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dex, the correlation between reflectivity and transmission
requires a precise knowledge of the spatial profile of the opti-

I cal thickness. I We have not been able to match the trans-
mission and reflectivity data, assuming a uniform tempera-

i / ture distribution even in the thin SOS sample (d = 1000 A .
If temperature profiles are calculated numerically from the

/ nonlinear absorptivity aT), the observed refiectivity andI

t /transmission data can be matched through the entire range
-of fluences below the threshold for phase transition. A de-

tailed analysis of this fitting procedure is beyond the scope of
900- this letter and will be published in an extended version. Here,

d .0 1 ptm only the resulting average value of the temperature,

d -0 5m "T= d T(xgdx,

is shown in Fig. 3 to indicate the actual heating of the lattice.
600 T is a nonlinear function of the energy fluence as the absorp-

tivity changes during the 20-ps heating pulse. In the thin
sample with d = 100 nm, an average temperature rise of
1000 K occurs at a pump fluence of 0.08 J/cm2 . Since the
data in Ref I I only go to 1000 K, the behavior at higher
temperatures cannot be plotted. The actual surface tempera-

300 L ture is, of course, still higher.
m 05 15These optical probing experiments reveal significantlyFLUENCE (J/crn2

)

higher lattice temperatures than have been inferred from

FIG. 3. Average temperature rise Tin the two samples vs incident pump Stokes-anti-Stokes ratios in Raman scattering experiments.
energy fluence Our signal to noise is, of course, many orders of magnitude

better than in the Raman case. In fact, the temperature rise

duced transmission and reflectivity changes remain constant can be determined for a single individual pulse. When our

between 200 ps and I ns, indicating two facts: a local equilib- temperature data are extrapolated to higher fluences, they

rium between phonons is established in less than 200 ps, and are consistent with the attainment of the melting point at the

no significant heat loss into the substrate occurs on a l-ns observed fluence threshold of 0.2 J/cm2 for a phase transi-

time scale. tion, prevously reported.'

Direct experimental evidence for a large gradient of the
absorption profile a(x) generated after 200 ps can be deduced 'C. W. White and P. S. Pearry, eds., Laser and Electron Beam Processing of
from the absorbance of samples with different thickness. As Materials (Academic, New York. 1980).

1J. F. Gibbons, L. D. Hess, and T. W. Sigmon, eds., Laser and Electronshown in Fig. 2, the fraction of absorbed energy A Beam Solid Interactions and Material Processing (North-Holland, Am-
(I - (A + T)J of the probing pulse depends on the incident sterdam, 1981).
fluence F. At low fluence the quantity A is remarkably differ- 1B. R. Appleton and G. K. Celler, eds., Laser and Electron Beam Interac-
ent for the 0.5 and 0. 1-pm-thick silicon films. With increas- tions with Solids (North-Holland. Amsterdam, 1982).

'J. M. Liu, R. Yen, H. Kurz, and N. Bloembergen. in Laser and Electron
ing fluence the difference in A between the two samples is Beam Interactions, edited by B. R. Appleton and G. K. Celler (North.
reduced. At a pump fluence level of 0. 12 J/cm2 , even the thin Holland, Amsterdam, 1982), p. 29.
sample absorbs most of the transmitted probe radiation. The 'S. Stritzker, B. Pospieszczyk, and J. A. Taile, Phys. Rev. Lett. 47. 356

sli' t modulation of the absorbance is caused by changing (1981).
6A. Campsan, M. W. Loo, A. Aydint, and M. C. Lee, in Laser Solid State

the standing wave pattern of the pump beran during the irra- Interactions and Transient Thermal Prae'ng, edited by J. Narayan, N
diation. L. Brown. and R. A. Lemmons (Elsevier, New York, 1983).

The actual temperature profile T (x) is crucial for fitting 'D. von der Linde, G. Hartnmann. and A. Ozols, in Laser Solid State Inter-
acrons and Transient Thermal Processing, edited by J. Narayan, N. L

the measured reflectivity and transmission data. Due !,o the ~ ~ R .. an EsveNwYr.18)Brown, and R. A. Lemnins (Elsivier, New York, 19831.
exponential temperature dependence of a, the optical den- 0J. M. Liu, thesis, Harvard University, 1982.
sity 'J. M. Liu, H. Kurm, and N. Bloenmbergen, Appl. Phys. Let. 41,643 1982).

'OR. A. Smith, Semiconductors, 2nd ed. (Cambridge University, Cam-
a-)dx = x bridge, England, 1973), p. 321.

= a ~= O "G. E. Jellison, Jr. and F. A. Modine, Appl. Phys. Lett. 41,10 (1982), and
private communication.

depends critically on the profile T(x). According to the thin- 2R. Jacobsaon, in Progress in Optics, edited by E. Wolf (North-Holland.
film optics equations for continuously varying refractive in- Amsterdam. 1966), Vol. V, p. 249.

170 Appl. Phys. Lett., Vol. 43, No. 2, 15 July 193 LomprG Of 0l 170



Optical heating of electron-hole plasma in silicon by picosecond

pulses

L.-A. Lompri, J.-M. Liu, R. Kurz and N. Bloembergen

Gordon McKay Laboratory, Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard

University, CambridSe, Massachusetts 02138

(Received

Using a novel three-pulse technique, essential information

about the density, optical effective mass and kinetics of

laser-generated plasmas in silicon has been obtained.

PACS numbers: 52.50

72.30

79.2ODs
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Numerous investigations of the change in optical properties of

silicon induced by a strong pump or 'heating' pulse have recently

been carried out 11-4]. By varying the wavelength of the probing

pulse and its time delay with respect to the picosecond pump pulse,

the contributions due to a variation in lattice temperature and

those oue to changes ir carrier density have been separately deter-

mined [5].

The real part of the dielectric function at a probing frequency

W:

c' - n 2 (T)[1 -K 
2 T)] - 2 (1)

L n*, 2

m'w2

increases with the lattice temperature T (dn/dT ) 0, K 2 ( 1) and

decreases with the number of electron-hole pairs N. As long as

there is no reliable information about the modification of the opti-

cal reduced mass m* - (m*- 1 + meh1)-1 at high densities and carrier
e h

temperatures T available, the reflectivity data of laser-generated
e

plasmas in silicon allow only the determination of N/m*.

The imaginary part of the dielectric function

a'' = 2n (T) K LT) + ( > + mh))(2)

increases with N and T; however, as a third unknown parameter, the

scattering times of the carriers (TeEh) averaged over their energy

distribution come into play. Thus the experimental determination of

a' and a'' do not provide sufficient information to solve separately

for N , TO and n.

In this note results obtained with a three-pulse technique are
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reported. The first pulse, with a fluer & of so EJ/cm 2 to the visi-

ble (. - 53n nm) of 20 ps duration, creates the carrier plasma, A

second pulse at X - 1.06 Ium of 30 ps duration adds energy to the

plasma by the free carrier absorption processes without changing its

density. A third pulse ( - 530 nm) probes the resulting changes in

reflectivity and transmission of a 0.5 go thick silicon-on-sapphire

(SOS) sample. Details of the experimental geometry have been given

in reference 5.

The time delay between the first two pulses is kept fixed.

At2 1  1 100 ps. Then the reflectivity and transmission as a function

of At31, the time delay of the probe pulse, is showr ir Fig. I for

two cases. The drawn lines are valid in the absence of the second

pulse. This behavior has been explained previously (5] in terms of

decaying plasma density and with the asymptotic values of R and T

indicating the change in lattice temperature. The dotted lines a-e

valid when the IR plasma heating pulse of 25 mJ/cm 2 is applied. The

data give the variations AR and AT. due to the change in lattice

temperature. There is no evidence for an increase in N/m* due to

the second pulse. The data indicate that the energy relaxation time

Ir of the carriers with the lattice is faster than impact ioniza-

tion.

In Fig. 2 the probe pulse is fixed at At3 1 ' 400 ps. The

change in reflectivity AR is measured as a function of At 21. It

therefore measures the variation in the lattice temperature AT.

Clearly, the additional heating by the second pulse of 40 mJ/cm 2 is

maximum for At2 1 1 10 ps and decays as the plasma density created by
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the first pulse decays.

These data are consistent with a model in which the energy

relaxation time T between carriers and lattice is taken to be short

compared to the pulse duration. In fact, we have put T M 0.

Instantaneous thermal enhancement of the indirect absorption at 0.53

Im is assumed. Thus the generation rate of electron-hole pairs

experiences a significant increase 16] during the picosecond excita-

tion at 0.53 gm. With these assumptions, the highest possible

plasma densities in the absence of impact ionization are calculated.

The results for a fluence level of F2 w . 100 .3/cm2 are shown in
0

Fig. 3. where the plasma density at the surface N and the surfaces

temperature T are plotted versus time. The plasma density reaches

the maximum with - 6.7 x 10+20 cm- 3 a few picoseconds after the

intensity maximum of the Gaussian temporal excitation profile cen-

tered at At = 0. The plasma density is strongly reduced by Auger

recombination (y 4 x 10 31) The rise and peak of the lattice

temperature are retarded with respect to the plasma features.

Optical probing of the plasma generated at this fluence level

yields an upper limit of N/m* values with N/m* = 4 x 10 g-1 cm-3

13.4,71. The maximum possible value of the optical mass at this

fluence level is m* _. 0.18 m0 . Thus the data are consistent with a

nearly constant reduced optical mass m* - (a 1 0.15 m0 .

expected for a plasma in thermal equilibrium with the lattice.

The solid lines in Fig. 2 are calculated on the basis of this

model with the free carrier absorption cross section at 1.06 pa

taken to be o - 2.3 x 10-17 (T/300). This coefficient is four times



times larger than that reported at lower carrier concentrations [8]. 2
The carrier momentum relaxation times va and Th' occurring in Eq.

(2). are drastically reduced at high t -veratures and high plasma

densities; or, alternatively, the Drude model does not adequately

describe the absorption. A more complete theoretical discussion

will be presented elsewhere.

In conclusion, the three-pulse experiments support the picture

that the carrier plasma rapidly cools off by transferring energy to

the lattice. Plasma heating by free carrier absorption does not

lead to significant impact ionization. The 'simple heating' model

equations yield the correct plasma density and temperature on a

picosecond time scale. The real part of the dielectric constant is

consistent with a low value of the effective mass, and the imaginary

part indicates a shortening of the momentum relaxation times.

This work was supported by the U.S. Office of Naval Research

under contract no. 00014-83K-0030. One of us (H.K.) would like to

acknowledge partial support from the Alexander von Humboldt Founda-

tion, Bonn, R. R. Germany.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

1. Time-resolved reflectivity and tranmission in SOS induced by

the first pump pulse at 532 am with 50 mi/cm2 and probed at the

same wavelengths at different time delays (full line). Changes

induced by the second pump beam at 1064 m with 25 i/mc (dot-

ted line).

2. Relative changes of reflectivity and transmission probed after

400 ps, induced by a second pulse at 1064 am witb a fluence F!
0

2
- 40 mJ/cm . The AR and AT values are measured as a function

of its delay time At2 1.

3. Calculated temporal profile of the plasma density N -No a Nh

and lattice temperature at the surface of silicon during and

following a 20ps, 0.1 i/cm 2 pump pulse at 0.53 pm.
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Picosecond time-resolved reflectivity and transmission at 1.9 and 2.8 Lm

of laser-generated plasmas in silicon and germanium r]

a.
H.M. van Driel, L.-A. Lompre, and N. Bloembergen

Gordon McKay Laboratory, Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University,

Cambridge, Massachusetts 02138.

(Teceived

We have observed plasmon resonances with 1.9 Un and 2.8 ',m

probe pulses in silicon and germanium, excited by 25 ps pu-lst

up to 40 mJ/cm2  at 0.53 and 1.06 ,;m,respectively. Firm

values of N/m* are derived.
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The kinetics of laser generated electron-hole plasmas in semiconductors

and their possible influence on phase transitions have been of considerable

interest, particularly in the area of laser annealing of ion-implanted

1
materials. One of the most direct techniques which can be used to obtain

the carrier density and its temporal and spatial evolution involves time

2.
resolved free carrier infrared spectroscopy 2with the ambipolar plasmas

probed in reflection and/or transmission. This technique has been used3 '4

in nonosecond and picosecond time scales to observe transient plasmon

resonances at 5.4 and 10.6 Jim in Ge, Si and GaAs for plasma densities of 1019

20 -3
to 10 cm . To investigate higher densities in Si, several researchers

have used high picosecond or femtosecond excitations with probe pulses at

wavelengths < 1.06 ;m. 5 Although a free carrier induced drop in the reflec-

tivity is observed in all cases, the enhanced reflectivity associated with

the plasmon resonance is not. Due to a lack of knowledge of the detailed

dielectric function at high excitation levels, it is difficult to extract

quantitative information about the plasma parameters from such experiments.

However, even assuming the validity of Drude-Zener formalism, optical

measurements allow only the evaluation of N/m*, where N is the plasma

6
density and m* the electron-hole reduced conductivity effective mass.

From previous experiments employing a 1.06 pm picosecond probe a normalized
0 4 8 -I -3

density of N/m*= 3.4x 1 cm has been found for a 0.53 pm, 25 ps.,

100 mj/cm2 excitation pulse.6 According to the Drude model the plasmon

resonance would therefore be expected at a wavelength of

1 - c/e(m*/Np)i/2(TE 1/2 - 2 m (1)

where £.- 11.8 is the high frequency dielectric constant.

LiL_ __
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In this letter we report the direct observation of the plasmon resonances

by using picosecond probe pulses at 1.9 and 2.8 Jim. A firm value of N/m*

is derived.

A passively mode-locked Nd:YAG laser was used to produce single 30 ps.,

1.06 jm and 25 ps., 0.53 Wm pulses which had Gaussian spatial and temporal

profiles. These pulses were respectively focussed to spot sizes of 800 im

diameter (e intensity points) on (111) surfaces of nearly intrinsic Ge and

Si wafers. The back surface of these samples was optically diffuse and so

prevented uniesired interference effects. The generated plasmas were probed

in reflection (R) and in transmission (T) using 1.9 and 2.8 Wm pulses which

were derived from a portion of the initial 1.06 jim pulse by the stimulated

Raman scattering in 50 cm long cells containing 50 atmospheres of H2 and CH,
2 4'

respectively. The first stokes component from the H2 gas and the second

stokes component from the CH4 gas were selected using interference filters.

7The pulse widths, although not measured, are estimated to be less than

30 rs.. The probe pulses, whose spatial profile was measured to be close to

diffraction limited, were focused to spot sizes of < 200 jm at the center of

2the excitation region; their fluence was kept less than 1 mJ/cm to avoid

undesired heating effects. Three PbS detectors were used to measure reflected,

transmitted and reference probe pulse energies,while a calibrated vacuum

photodiode was used to monitor pump energies. The signals from all four

detectors were handled by a computer-automated data acquisition system.

Standard picosecond pump and probe techniques were used to determine R and

T as a function of time.

Figures 1-3 display typical results for the time resolved reflectivity

and transmission signatures in silicon and germanium for different pump

fluences. The curves accompanying the data are guides to the eyes. The pump
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fluence was kept below the threshold fluence for melting (200 mJ/cm2  in

Si at 0.53 Um, 75 mJ/cm2 in Ge at 1.06 um) to avoid any contributions from

metallic or molten regions. Complete theoretical interpretation of these

8
results will be given elsewhere. Here we wish to illustrate the salient

features for different excitations and probe conditions. Figure 1 shows

the reflectivity R at 1.9 Um as a function of time for Si for a 40 mJ/cm2

pump fluence. At 40 mJ/cm 2 , and below, the transient R shows a broad single

minimum. Within the Drude-Zener model, the true minimum is reached when the

real part of the dielectric constant is unity, which occurs at a critical

density Nc = (', -l/Ec)N p, where Np is given by equation (1). The value

of the reflectivity at the minimum, R=0.12, is determined by the plasma

damping mechanism and the temporal width of the probe pulse. The non-zero

width of the probe pulse unfortunately partially washes out the actual

transient optical response of the plasmon resonance. However, at least for

the broad minimum in R, at low fluences, these effects are small. Assuminc.:

that the convolution effects do not change the value of the minimum reflectivity,

148 -l -3
a value of N/m*= 3.6 l4 g cm is derived. If one assumes for the

effective mass, m*= 0.123 mo, (the low density value) where m°  is the free
20 -3

electron mass, the plasma density would be 4 x 120 cm at the pump fluence

of 40 mJ/cm 2. Theoretical considerations9 indicate that m*, and consequently

N, may be up to factor two higher at this level of irradiation.

The transmission data, normalized to the bulk transmission of an

unexcited sample, provides complementary information to that of the reflec-

tivity,since it is sensitive to the total number of carriers in the bulk. The

normalized transmission, T, is given by

T(t) = (0.7) l (l-R(t)) exp (-f0 N(x)dX) (2)
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where 0.7 is the surface transmission of the unexcited sample. This equation

is justified if 0, the free carrier absorption cross-section, is independent

2
of depth, x. The transmission drops to a minimum of 10% at 40 mJ/cm

This transmission minimum is located at a slightly positive time delay between

the excitation and the probe pulses. This is a direct consequence of the

temporal integration (nonzero probe pulse width). The free carrier induced

transmission change recovered more slowly than the corresponding reflectivity

trace,due to the fact that the plasma density at the surface is higher than

the average density in the bulk.

Figure 2 shows typical experimental results obtained at 2.8 'Ir,where the

plasmon resonance is easily observed. The 15 mJ/cm2 data is similar to that

2
of Fig. 1 and shows a broad single minimum. At 40 mJ/cm , the transient R

shows two shallow minima on both sides of a peak near the zero time delay.

During the leading and the trailing edge of the pump pulse, the carrier surface

density passes twice through the critical density N . Deconvolution of thec

data with respect to the nonzero probe pulse width indicates that the peak

reflectivity is > 0.9. The slower decay of R at 2.8 m is as expected,

since the reflectivity at the longer wavelength is more sensitive to a given

density of carriers. The clear experimental observation of the plasmon

resonance at 2.8 im indicates that the N/m* value passes twice through the

value of 1.8 O 1048 g -1cm - on each side of the maximum value of
3.×148 -1 -32

3.6 14 cm at the same fluence of 40 mJ/cm2 . Apart from discrepancy

near zero delay, where large fluctuations were noted, the transmission data at

2 -17 2 10
40 mJ/cm 2 is consistent with equation (2) with 0 = 5 x 10 cm

The data taken with the Ge sample is interesting,since it reveals apparent

saturation of the carrier generation rate which has been the subject of

11,12speculations over the past few years. Figure 3 shows R and T data

I l l I I I. .. .
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2at 1.9 and 2.8 Pm for Ge at 50 mJ/cm , 30% below the threshold for bulk

melting. With a pump absorption depth of 0.7 urn, the carrier generation

rate at 1.06 m is higher than that of 100 mJ/cm2 at 0.53 um in Si. Alsocoeffiient10-31 6

the Auger recombination coefficient 1 3 of 2 xl 1 cm /sec is a factor of

two smaller than in Si, as is the reduced effective mass. However, as shown,

the plasmon resonance is not observed at 1.9 ;m and is barely discernible at

2.8 m. Theoretical considerations for germanium indicate that the reduced

effective mass is not more that, 20% greater than its low density value

m* = 0.08 m . A detailed fit of the data shows that the maximum density0
20 -3 20 -3

obtained is N = 2.5 ×  cm , while N = 2.0 X1 cm for 2.8 um. TheP

observations at 2.8 Wm are consistent with those at 1.9 urm where no reflec-

tivity peak is observed, as this would require a density at the surface of

20 -3
4.5 x10 cm . The low densities are indicative of intravalence band

absortio12,14
absorption or saturation of the valence-conduction band transition duc

to the Burstein-Moss effect. A model which neglects these processes would

lead to a larger carrier density at the surface (> 1021 cm-3 ), which is not

observed. The low minimum value of the transmission, shown here only for

1.9 um, also indicates a stronger plasmon damping, due to the added contri-

bution of intravalence band transitions. Lastly, it should be noted that

the melting threshold of Ge at 1.06 rn is consistent with the absorption

coefficient and the known melting temperature of 1210 K.

In summary, we have shown experimentally that the plasmon resonances

are located between 1.9 and 2.8 um for picosecond excitation pulses of

2 240 mJ/cm on silicon and of 50 mJ/cm on germanium. In silicon the maximum

20 -3
plasma density at the surface is 4 xlO cm if variation of the effective

mass is negligible, although both may be up to a factor of two higher. In
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germanium the maximum carrier density is about 2 to 3 x 1020 cm-3 before

melting occurs. These data show that fast infrared transient spectroscoizy

of Si and Ge is a valuable technique.

This research was supported by the Office of Naval Research under

contract N00014-83-K-0030 and the Joint Services Electronics Program under

contract N00014-75-C-00648.
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FIGURE 1. Reflectivity and transmission of bulk Si at 1.9 Wm as a

2function of probe time delay after a 0.53 iim pump pulse at 0.04 J/c- 2

FIGURE 2. Reflectivity and transmission of bulk Si at 2.6 Om as a

function of probe time delay after a 0.53 wm pump pulsed at (a) 0.015 J/c2

and (b) 0.04 J/cm2 .

FIGURE 3. Reflectivity and transmission of bulk Ge at 1.9 um and

2.8 wm as a function of probe time delay after a 1.06 Lrm pulse of fluence

S/250 mJ/cm.
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Introduction

It is well known that the formation of metallic glasses from the melt is a configurational
freezing process and that the glass transition is a kinetic phenomenon. Accordingly, for any
qiven alloy, glass formation depends on the cooling rate used. In previous work, we have shOcT.
that the conventional glass formation ranges can be greatly extended by picosecond pulsed laser
induced self-quenching. For instance, the glass formation range of Ficosecond laser quenhed
Ni-Nb alloys (1) is nearly double that achieved by splat-cooling (2); Fe-B alloys car, be laser
quenched into glasses with a B concentration as lc as 5 at.% (3), which is significantly belcw
the 1Z at.% B minimum required for glass formation in melt-spinning (4).

We report here an interesting solidification morphology obtained by Ficose:cnd pulsed laser
irradiation of Fe-B alloy containing about 4 at.% B.

Experimental Procedure

Details of the experimental procedure have been published previously (3). Briefly, sput-
tered compositionally modulated filims of Fe 76B /Fe were used. The modulatio, wavelencths of
these films were kept at about 2 nm to insure the homogeneity of the melt by mixing in the li-
quid state during the short lifetime of the melt ('I ns) following a 30 psec laser pulse. The
irradiation was performed in air, using a 1.06 Um Nd:YAG laser. Transmission electron r1croscopy
and diffraction were used to characterize the microstructure after solidification.

Fig. 1. TEM bright field micrograph and corresponding diffraction
pattern from a Fe9 5. B4,5 film after laser irradiation.
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Fig. 3. TEM bright field microaraph (a) and corresponding dark
field micrograph (from the amorphous halo) (b), from a
Fe96B4 film after laser irradiation

Results

Figure I shows the TEM bright field microaralh of Fe95.B4 .,,after irradiation: notice thx
fine- features (10 nm) inside the 2-3 ..m diameter b.c.c. grain.

4 
c selected area diffracto:

patterrn shows sinqle crystalline spots surrounded by several amorphous halos as a result of
double diffraction. These features were also observed in psec laser quenched Fe films. F-
urc, 2 shows a gradual decrease in the characteristic length scale of these features fror the
center (30 rur) toward the edoe (5 nm) of the laser-irradiated spot. Interestinclv, an a dark
field nicro'iraih fro. the halc, tlic contrast of these features is reversed (Fiaurc 1), suaaestin
that it is due to a crystalline-anorphous phase difference. Furthermore, STF ricrtxiffractiQ!
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patterns from both bright and dark regions of
the same grain in Figure 3(a) showed the same
single crystalline pattern.

Discussion

20 We suggest the following solidification
- V.0 _%co, comechanism, shown schematically in Figure 4, to

W -T explain these unusual morphologies. The b.c.c.
20-crystals are thought to grow very raFidly after

nucleation, up to several hundred meters per
I00- S Pr$Sofured bc G,0 second (5), in the direction parallel to the sur-

b6 face until limited by mutual impingement. In the
I normal direction, the crystals are thought to

grow initially fast enough to keep a stable
planar growth front. As the growth front ap-

A ' 7' ,/,///f',i ,K, proaches the surface, it continually slows down,
/,",' ~"'i//, ,'i ,, 'i due to the decreasing thermal gradient. At some

In Sbs!,ote point, the crystal growth velocity may become low
enough for morphological instability to set in

(6,7). Crystalline protrusicns develop on the
growth front and reach the surface, while the re-

Fig. 4. Schematic illustration of gions between those protrusions become richer in

the solidification morph- B and hence quench into the glassy state. The

ology of a Fe B film af- characteristic length scale of the instabilitytar laser irraton, should depend on the growth front velocity (6)with the slower velocities giving larger featurec.

This mechanism accounts qualitatively for our observations:

(i The amorphous phase in Figure 4 is confined to a layer of thickness similar to the character-
istic length in the lateral direction. This is consistent with the STEM microdiffractior, obser-
vations of the same single crystalline diffraction spots in the light or dark areas of the same
grain. If the amorphous phase were dispersed throughout the 100 nm. thick film, the 5-30 r
features would not be as clearly separated on the micrographs of Figure 2.

(ii) The melt depth at the edge of the irradiated spot is shallower, resulting in a steeper ther-
mal gradient, a faster cooling rate, and a higher regrowth velocity (6); this explains the de-
crease of the characteristic length on Figures 2(a)-2(c).

(iii) The degree of segregation of B should be quite small, since it is limited by the very fast
crystal growth rates. Accordingly, this solidification morphology is expected to occur only for
alloys containing slightly less than 5 at.% B. At or above 5 at.% B, the cooling rate is high
enough to make the entire sample glassy. Far below 5 at.% B, the amount of B is too small,
either for constitutional undercooling to be effective, or for the B-rich regions to reach t:.
minimum 5 at.% required for glass formation; indeed, we observe that all Fe-B alloys containing
3 at.% or less B become entirely crystalline (supersaturated b.c.c.).

We think it unlikely that the morphology is the result of equilibrium phase separation in
the liquid state, since it is very difficult to reconcile the existence of a liquid miscibility
gap with a To-composition (i.e., equal free energies for crystal and liquid) of 16 at.% B at
660K (5).

The dependence of the scale of the microstructure on the quench rate (see Figure 3) clearly
establishes that the morphology is a result of the solidification process and not of a subsequent
surface reaction. The short lifetime of the melt (I ns) also rules out oxygen contamination from
the air during irradiation. Possible contamination due to a pre-existing surface oxide can not
explain the morphology, since the surface would be uniformly affected. At the power level used

ce the here, some evaporation occurs at the center of the spot, which cleans off the surface (9);
tion nevertheless, the morphology is observed over the entire laser spot. STEM analysis also excluded
of contamination of the sample by the substrate (e.g. Al (3)) as a possible factor.
s. Fig-
the
dark
ggesting
action

'-I
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Conclusions

Compositionally modulated films with average composition Fe B4 were irradiated by a

30 picosecond laser pulse. The solidification morphology showed a glassy region, with dizen-

sions much smaller than the grain size, superimposed on the individual grains. This morphology

is thought to result from an interfacial instability occuring at the last stages of the very

fast crystal regrowth process.
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ABSTRACT

Irradiation of a solid surface by a picosecond laser pulse leads to
melling of a thin overlay, and subsequent quenching at rates of
10 K/s or higher. This technique is also one of the few available
for superheating a crystal above its melting temperature. The
ultra-fast quenching rates permit the formation of new metallic
glasses. Work on the Fe-B and Ni-Nb system is reviewed, and new
results on the Mo-Ni, Mo-Co and Nb-Co systems are reported. In all
cases, glasses are formed below the T -line, indicating that parti-
tionless crystallization is usually a? least partially diffusion
controlled due to the change in short range order upon crystalliza-
tion; only in the simplest structures, such as disordered f.c.c.
solutions, are the partitionless crystallization kinetics fast
enough to preclude glass formation.

INTRODUCTION

When a solid metallic surface is irradiated by a laser pulse of duration
-1

tp the energy is deposited in a layer of thickness a , where a is the

absorption coefficient; for metals, a - is on the order of 100A. During the

pulse, a layer of thickness (2Dtht)1/ 2 is heated up by thermal conduction.

where Dth is the thermal diffusivity. For metals, Dth is on the order of

0.5cm 2/sec, which, for a 30ps pulse, corresponds to an initial heated layer of

0 2about SOOA thick. For a typical laser fluence of about 0.5 J/cm and a metal-

lic reflectivity, the temperature rise in this (molten) layer is estimated to

be several thousand degrees. The fraction of the energy lost due to evapora-

tion is small (00%) since it is limited by the evaporation kinetics and the

short duration of the process. The rest of the energy is conducted into the

i . i . . . .. . .. , , ' • ' . . .... .. .. . III I. . . " ' . . . .
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bulk, leading to further melting to a total depth on the order of 1000A.

Further cooling then leads to resolidification of this layer, either by cry-

stallization or glass formation. Beat flow calculations and direct observa-

tions of melting (e.g. in Si, using time-resolved reflectivity) show that the

1.
total lifetime of the melt for a 30ps pulse is about 1 ns; given that the

temperature drop is on the order of 103 K, this corresponds to an average cool-

ing rate during solidification on the order of 10 12K/s. Since most 'conven-

tional' quenching techniques, such as melt spinning, produce cooling rates of

about 106 K/s, it is expected that pulsed laser quenching can lead to the for-

mation of new metastable phases. A review of the fundamentals of pulsed laser

interactions with solid surfaces has been given by Bloembergen.
2

MELTING AND SOLIDIFICATION KINETICS

The general formalism of these transformations has been reviewed by Spae-

pen and Turnbull. 3'4  The velocity of the crystal-melt interface, u, may be

approximated by:

u ~ u0 (T M-Ti)/T. (1)

where TM is the melting temperature and T. the temperature at the interface;

u is a velocity determined by the kinetics of the melting or crystallization
0

process: for pure metals, when these processes are collision-limited, u is0

approximately equal to the speed of sound, u5 ; for alloys, where diffusive

rearrangements may be important uo Z D/X (D: diffusivity; X: interatomic dis-

tance).

The heat flow associated with melting or solidification leads to a second

expression for u:
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U = - KV .T/AH (2)
1 c

with K: thermal conductivity; V: molar volume; .T: temperature gradient at
1

the interface; AH : molar heat of crystallization. The combination of eqs.C

(1) and (2) then leads to a determination of the interface temperature, T..

If the interface kinetics are fast compared to the rate of beat removal (or

heat supply, for melting), as is the case in most conventional metal process-

ing, the process is called heat flow limited, and T. is only slightly dif-
1

ferent from T If, however, the interface kinetics are slow (e.g. if limited

by diffusional rearrangements), and the rate of heat removal (or supply) is

fast (e.g. due to the very steep thermal gradients in ps pulsed laser anneal-

ing), the process becomes interface limited, and T. is very different from TM.

If the kinetic processes at the interface are collision-limited, as in

crystallization of pure metals, T. differs from TM by only a few tens of

degrees even in ps pulsed laser quenching. It should be noted that the ther-

mal gradients during the melt-in phase following the pulse are much steeper

than during solidification: -.T - 103K/(2Dthtp) 1/2 ~10 1 1K/m. According to

eq. (2) this corresponds to a heat-flow limited velocity on the order of

2000m/s, i.e., on the same order of u . Eq. (1) therefore predicts a substan-
5

tial overheat at the interface. Consequently, pfcosecond pulsed laser heating

is one of the few methods available for superheating metallic crystals.

For metallic glass formation, ir is clear t ic T. must fall far below TMI

during cooling, and that hence diffusion-limited int: face kinetics seem

required. The solidification velocity, u, in ps later 4uenching can be

estimated, from the melt depth (-1000K) and the lifetime of the melt (-1 ns),

to be at least 100m/s. The distance that an alloy atom can travel diffusively

during the passing of the solidification front, (DX/u)1 /2, is then less than
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an interatomic distance. The solidification process is therefore a 'parti-

tionless' one. Partitionless crystallization is only thermodynamically possi-

ble if the temperature drops below the so-called 'T -line' in Fig. 1, i.e.,

the line where the free energy of the crystal and the undercooled liquid solu-

tions are equal.

Corn position

E /'
EC

\To To

L No portitonless

crystOlizaton

FIGURE 1
Schematic illustration of the T -lines (equal free energy

for liquid and crystal) in a simple eutectic phase diagram.

This 'solute trapping' process has been discussed in detail by Aziz.6  If the

configurational freezing temperature ('T ') of an alloy lies above theg

T -lines, glass formation is expected if no intermetallic phases can be
0

formed; the complex structure of most of these phases, however, usually

requires diffusion-like rearrangements that slow down the crystallization

kinetics. Since partitionless crystallization into the primary solutions is

often a very fast process, it has been proposed that the T -lines represent0

the limits of glass formation. 7'8 However, as will be demonstrated below,

this is only the case for the simplest crystal structures, such as disorder d

f.c.c. alloys, where the kinetics may approach the collision limit. If, as is

often the case, reconstruction of the short-range order is required, the cry-
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stallization kinetics are at least partially diffusion-limited and glass for-

mation can occur even below the T -lines.
0

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The main experimental problem in studying the solidification of binary

alloys in the ps pulse regime is obtaining a homogeneous melt in its 1 ns

lifetime, since the mixing length corresponding to this time, (Dt) /2 , is only

30X. The phases in the alloy must therefore be dispersed on this scale. We

have solved this problem 9 ,10 by preparing the starting alloy as a -1000A thick

compositionally modulated film with a wavelength shorter than the mixing

length. After irradiation, the film is floated off the substrate and is ready

for transmission electron microscopy without further thinning. This procedure

is also very flexible in that it allows preparation of a continuous range of

compositions using only two sources or sputtering targets.

RESULTS

In earlier papers 9 110 we showed that Fe-B alloys with a B content as low

as 5 at.% can be made glassy by psec laser quenching, whereas 'conventional'

quenching requires a minimum of 12 at.%B. Below 5 at.%B, the alloys solidify

as supersaturated b.c.c. crystals. Estimates of the T -line in the Fe-B sys-0

tem, based on regular solution modeling and on the devitrification mechanism,

show that all the new alloys obtained by laser quenching were formed below the

T -line.
0

Similar observations were made for the Ni-Nb system, 1 1 where glasses were

formed by laser quenching in the 23-82 at.%Ni range, with (supersaturated)

f.c.c. and b.c.c. crystalline solid solutions outside this range; the glass
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12
formation range in 'conventional' quenching is only 40-70 at.%Ni, and

corresponds roughly to the range between the T -lines. Again, laser quenching0

demonstrated that glasses could still be formed far below the T -lines.
0

2500

2000

I-
II /T°

0 20 40 60 80 10

Mo Nt
ATOMIC PERCENT NICKEL

FIGURE 2
Molybdenum-nickel phase diagram, indicating estimated T -lines
for the primary solid solutions. Glasses have been formed by

laser irradiation at the three compositions indicated by arrows.

We also report here new results on glasses formed in the Ni-Mo, Co-Mo and

Co-Nb systems. Figure 2 shows the Mo-Ni phase diagrams with estimated T -0

lines for the primary solid solutions. For three compositions, with 30, 50

and 60 at.%Ni, ps laser quenching produced the amorphous phase. Note that in

two cases glasses are formed below the T-line, and that the 6(MoNi) interme-0

tallic is not formed upon quenching the alloy between the T -lines. Similar

alloys, with 35, 50 and 65 at.%Ni, had been made amorphous by Liu et Ll13 by



ion mixing of multi-layer films of the crystalline elements. In the 60 at.%Ni

alloy, we observed some microcrystals, but only near the center of the laser-

irradiated spot; in the 30 at.%Ni alloy some crystals (b.c.c.) were observed

at the edge of the spot, but not in the center; in the 50 at.%Ni alloy the

entire spot was amorphous. A possible explanation of the difference in the

occurrence of the crystals may be that crystals at the edge in the 30 at.%Ni

alloys grow epitaxially on the only partly melted modulated film (the beam has

a Gaussian intensity profile), whereas in the 60 at.%Ni alloy, the higher

quench rate at the edge suppresses growth, while at the slower cooling center

new crystals can nucleate on the substrate. Figures 3 and 4 show the diffrac-

tion patterns of as-deposited and irradiated Mo55 Co4 5 and Nb40 Co6 0 alloys. In

both cases, fully glassy phases are formed upon irradiation. To our

knowledge, Co-Mo amorphous alloys had so far not been produced by liquid

quenching; Liu jt a113 have produced amorphous alloys with 65 and 35 at.%Co by

ion mixing. It is interesting that the as-deposited modulated Nb-Co film is

entirely amorphous, whereas the as-deposited Mo-Co film is entirely crystal-

line, although both were prepared by sequential sputter deposition of the cry-

stalline elements. Since both systems are clearly glass formers, and since the

sputter-induced mixing is probably similar for both films, the occurrence of

the as-deposited amorphous film may be the result of enhanced solid state

interdiffusion between the layers, as observed in La-Au.14



FIGURE 3
Electron diffraction patterns of an as-deposited (a) and
laser-irradiated (b) compositionally modulated film of

average composition No 55C045 '

FIGURE 4
Electron diffraction patterns of an as-deposited (a) and
laser-irradiated (b) compositionally modulated film of

average composition Kb 40CO60 '
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METALLIC GLASSES AND METASTABLE CRYSTALLINE PHASES PRODUCED BY PICOSECOND
PULSED LASER QUENCHING

C.-J. LINt AND F. SPAEPEN
Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA 02138

ABSTRACT

The mechanism of ultrafast cooling (10 12K sec- ) by
picosecond pulsed laser irradiation is reviewed, and it is
demonstrated that only partitionless transformations can

occur. The glass formation range in a number of binary
systems is reviewed, demonstrating that many glasses can be
formed below the To -line. The formation of metastable
crystalline alloy%, in the Fe-B, Ni-Nb, Cu-Co and Au-Co
systems is reported.

INTRODUCTION

As discussed na detail by Bloembergen [11 and others !.? 31 , picoseconr
pulIsed lasers can be used to induce verv high couench rates, u,. to

10
12

K,'sec. , in thin molten overlays on a metallic substrate. Figure 1

illustrates the stages of this process: (i) enero': position. in a layer on~
the order of the absorvtion depth (-500ii (1i) verv fast meltina

(-lOO0m'sec.) of a -100OR thick layer; (iii) coolira', accompanied by fast
crystal regrowth (-100m/sec.) or glass formation.

I ErM~y Gem-stam. 2 met. S tysfoi "".Of% 0W o015 tw0',O

1._0____s 000W~e
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FIG.1. cheaticdiaram illstrti1
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(K: thermal conductivity; 7.T: temperature gradient difference at the inter-

face; 7: molar volume; AHf: molar heat of fusion), and by the kinetics of
interface motion:

T M-TTMi
u =u -- (2)

1

(TM: melting temperature; T. interface temperature; uo: velocity prefactor).

For collision-limited motion uo a us, the speed of sound; for diffusion-
limited motion uO : D/X kD: diffusivity in the liquid; X: interatomic dis-
tance); a mixed mechanism has a value of uo between these two. Since the
temperature gradients in this process are very steep (10

11
K/m in melting;

101 K/m in cooling), equating u in Eqs. (1) and (2) leads to values of Ti
that are considerably different from TM. Upon cooling, this can lead to the
formation of new metastable crystalline phases, or, if the crystal growth
kinetics are slow enough, glass formation. The lifetime of the melt, deter-
mined experimentally on Si [4,51 or estimated from heat flow calculations,
is about 1 ns under the conditions described above. Since the temperature
of the material changes on the order of several thousand degrees in that
amount of time, the cooling rate must be at least T = 10

3
K/10-

9
sec =

10
12
K/sec.

EFFECT OF EVAPORATION

An aspect of the irradiation process that has so far not been con-
sidered in detail is the loss of matter and energy by evaporation. However,
even if the liquid is overheated far above its boiling point, the evapora-
tion rate, estimated from kinetic gas theory, is only on the order of 10

I I

monolayers per second for typical metals. During the lifetime of the melt,
this amounts to a loss of material of, at most, a few tens of monolayers;
for the same reason, the loss of energy due to evaporation is at most on the
order 10

8
W.cm

- 2 
(at 10,000K), which is negligible compared to the laser

intensity of at least 109W.cm
-2

. We have checked the accuracy of these
estimates experimentally by measuring the recoil pressure of evaporation
(equal to half the equilibrium vapor pressure), by observing the amplitude
of oscillation of a thin metallic ribbon, clamped at one end and irradiated
wit)- the laser pulse at the free end. A recoil pressure on the order of
101ONm

-2 
was observed, which is indeed of the same order as the equilibrium

vapor pressure around 10
4
X.

The holes often found after irradiation with a Gaussian beam are the
result of the mechanical displacement of the liquid ("splashing") by this
large recoil pressure: they are not a result of direct evaporation. Most of
Dur experiments were performed on a layer supported by an aluminum film (see
below ; if a hole was found as a result of irradiation, sometimes traces of
Al were observed on the too of the surface in the immediate vicinity of the
hole, this can only be explained by "splashing".

Another consequence of the inefficient rate of energy removal by eva-
poration is that increasing the laser fluence mostly leads to further
overheating of the liquid; too large a fluence, therefore results in a
deeper melt and a lower quench rate.

EXPEPIMENTAL METHODS

Since the lifetime of the melt, t, in our experiments is only I ns, the
mixino length, (Dt)

I
1,2, in the melt for a diffusivity D = 10-

4
cm

2
sec

-
1 is



only about 30R. When studying multiphase alloys, the starting materials
must therefore be dispersed on a scale finer than this length. We accom-
plished this by using -1000 thick compositionally modulated films produced
by sequential deposition, with a modulation wavelength of about 20k [5].
These films were deposited on a 1 Jim thick aluminum layer supported by a
copper substrate. The aluminum layer acts as a heat sink, and its dissolu-
tion in dilute NaOH allows the irradiated layer to be floated off; the
entire irradiated spot can then be examined by transmission electron micro-
scopy without any further thinning.

TRANSFORMATIONS

Since the solidification velocity, u, during cooling of the melt is on
the order of 100 m/sec., the time required to solidify one monolayer, X/u,
is on the order of 1 ps. The distance Jlt an alloy atom can travel dif-
fusively in that amount of time, (DX/u) , is then less than an interatomic
distance. The only transformations that can occur under these conditions
are therefore partitionless crystallization or, if the crystal growth kinet-
ics are slow enough, glass formation. Figure 2 illustrates the transforma-
tion products for a number of binary metallic systems.

at %
0 1. I ' ' 100

bce
Fe .151

bcc 2 2.8

Nb bcc 2382 fCC Ni

30 5060

M45 FIG. 2. Comparison of the alloy

phases formed by conventional cuenching

Nbi I (106 ,/sec.) and picosecond pulsed laser
60 quenching (10

12
K/sec.).

IfcCu: ~cua 50
fcc fe€fec

Au e I CI

40 60 70

QuenCh rats. 0i o(K/,sc)

glass

Glass Formation

We have previously reported [3,5,6,7] a number of results on the binary
metallic glasses listed on Fig. 2. It is clear that the glass formation
composition range is extended greatly beyond that of conventional methods.
For example, in the Ni-Nb system [8), the glass formation range for laser



quenching is very close to that for sputter-quenching [9], which is
remarkable, given the very different mechanisms of formatior. Many of the
glasses were formed below the so-called "To-line" in the phase diagram [101,
which is the region where partitionless crystallization is possible as well.
This shows that the kinetics of partitionless crystallization are not neces-
sarily very fast (collision limited), since changes in short-range order
upon crystallization may require diffusional rearrangements. For the compo-
sition of a system to lie entirely above the To-lines is therefore a
sufficient condition for glass formation under these conditions (excluding
intermetallic formation), but it is not a necessary one as has been claimed
(11.12]. The same diffusional short range order change must be invoked to
explain the stability of glasses below the To-line after formation.

Crystalline Phases

A number of the binary systems on Figure 2 have equilibrium intermetal-
lic phases at compositions that wre laser quenched. None of them, however,
were observed in the transformation products. This is most likely the
result of their rather complex crystal structure, formation of which
requires extensive local diffusiona! rearrangements. For example, the
equilibrium phase of MO50 Ni50 is the S-phase, which is a Frank-Kasper phase
with 56 atoms per unit cell; upon laser-quenching only glass was formed.

The only crystalline phases with growth kinetics that are fast enough
to prevent glass formation have simple crystal structures: dilute b.c.c.
solutions (Fe with un to 4%B, Nb with up to 18%Ni) and disordered f.c.c.
solutions (Ni with up to ll%Nb, Cu 50Co 50, and Au with 40, 60 and 70%Co).
The Ni alloys were heavily faulted and twinned, as were all f.c.c. pure
metals and alloys, with the exception of pure gold. Figure 3 (a-d) shows
micrographs and diffraction patterns of the Cu 50Co50 alloy before and after
quenching. The increase in grain size upon regrowth was observed in most
other cases where crystalline phases were formed (e.g. pure Fe or Fe(B) 7]).
Exceptions are the Au-Co alloys in which microcrystals were formed (4lO0)
In the 30 and 40%Au systems a small amount of glassy phase seemed to be
present as well. The fine features of the diffraction pattern of Figure 3d
result from the extensive faulting in the system.

Although it has long been known that f.c.c. solid solutioi s can be made
in the Cu-Ag system at all compositions [131, we quenched alloys with 35, 5C
and 65 atAg to check the homogeneity of the melt formed from the modulated
film; the sharpness of the diffraction ring of the solid solution demon-
strated perfect homogeneity.

In compositions near the glass formation range, morphological insta-
bilities in the latter stage of solidification (when the growth velocity is
much slower) can lead to the formation of a two-ohase crystalline-amorphous
micros-ructure due to the enrichment of one phase by rejection of impurity.
This has been observed in. the Fe96B 4 system 17]
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Fe-B glasses formed by picosecond pulsed laser quenching
Chien-Jung Lin and Frans Spaepen
Division of Applied Sciences, Harvard University. Cambridge, Massachusetts 01238

(Received 14 June 1982; accepted for publication 4 August 1982)

Using picosecond pulsed laser irradiation, Fe-B alloys have been melted and quenched into
glasses, with a B content as low as 5 at. %, which is significantly less than the minimum 12-at. %
B content required for glass formation by other liquid quenching techniques. Compositionally
modulated films with wavelengths on the order of 20 A were used as starting materials to ensure
homogeneity of the melt after irradiation.

PACS numbers: 64.70.Kb, 61.40.Df, 81.20.Pe, 42.60. - v

Since the first successful formation of Au-Si metallic length VI/Dt) of about 30 A. The starting material for the
glassby quenchingfrom the liquid,'a largenumberofmetal- experiment must therefore be homogeneous on this scale.
lic alloys have been prepared as glasses. It is now widely This is a difficult requirement for two-phase alloys, such as
believed that nearly all liquids would undergo a transition to Fe-B in the composition range of interest here. Ion implanta-
a glassy state provided that crystallization can be bypassed tion is one technique used to achieve alloy homogeneity."
during cooling. To bypass crystallization, dramatically dif- We have chosen to make our starting alloys as composition-
ferent cooling rates are required for different metallic alloys, ally modulated films, with modulation wavelengths on the
Pure monatomic metals are believed to be the most difficult order of the mixing length (16-35 A), as illustrated by Fig I
glass formers.' The cooling rates achieved by the socalled The films consisted of multiple alternating layers of Fe and
"splat-quenching" or "melt-spinning" techniques, in which Fe7,B,4. sequentially sputter deposited'' onto a water-
a liquid is spread as a thin layer over a cold substrate, range cooled copper substrate coated by an evaporated Al film
from 10' to 10' K/s.' These techniques can form metallic The total film thickness was about 1000A The average com-
glasses only for selected alloy systems and only over limited position of the films could most reliably be obtained from the
composition ranges. For example, Fe-B alloys can be made previously determined deposition rates of the Fe and Fe.,.B,
into glasses by splat quenching only, if they contain 12-28 layers. The uncertainty for the composition is estimated to
at. % B.' Below 12 at. 7 B metastable bcc crystalline solid be less than 10- of the B content. No impurities could be
solutions are formed." iveected by electron probe microanalysis IEPMA. An addi-

Pulsed lasers have been used to study rapid melting and tional advantage of this modulated film technique, besides
resolidification in surface layers of semiconductors and met- its relative simplicit), is its flexibihty. it can be used for an%
als. Very short duration laser pulses can induce much higher alloy system, and can produce different compositions by % ar-
cooling rates than those achieved by splat quenching (10' ying the relative layer thicknesses. For example, in these ex-
K/s for nanosecond pulses' and 10"' K/s for picosecond periments, alloys with average compositions in the range 0-
pulses'). These ultrahigh quenching rates make it possible to 24 at. 1 B have been made using onl) two targets lFe. Fe,,B .
study new regimes of crystal growth and glass formation The samples were irradiated with 30-ps neodymium.vt-
kinetics, and to form new metastable phases For example. mum aluminum garnet (Nd.YAGi laser pulses i; = 1.0,
Liu et al.' used picosecond pulsed laser irradiation to form uml. The beam had a Gaussian intensity profile. with a di-
the amorphous semiconductor phase of Si from the melt, ameterofabout 100pm and an average fluenceof0.8J/cm:.
whereas other liquid quenching techniques always produce
the stable crystalline phase. In this letter, we report on the
glass formability of low B containing Fe-B alloys under these
ultrafast quenching conditions To our knowledge, these are 30 pic:ecar lose, plse

the first experiments on metallic glass formation using pico-
second pulsed irradiation.

A major problem in these picosecond pulsed laser ex- ,
periments is obtaining a homogeneous melt within the very ' ' ' '"'

short time that the material is in the molten state. For exam- Fe,-

pie, experiments with 15-ps UV pulses on a silicon surface _-- --
indicate that the lifetime of the melt is about I ns. '° Since in Fe Al film

these experiments the optical penetration depth is much
shorter than the thermal diffusion length, the lifetime of the Cu substroe

melt is determined mainly by the pulse duration and the
thermal conductivity of the material." Since the conditions . -

for experiments on metals are similar, the melt lifetime is FIG .Schcmaticcrosssetion.drawnoavanablesleofacomposiio-
also expected to be about I ns for a 30-ps pulse. For a liquid ally modulated film after Irradiatlion b) a 30-ps laser pulse with a Gaussian
diffusivity D = 10- cm: s- ', this corresponds to a mixing intensity profile
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FIG 2 iai TEM dark field imagc ji ,
corresponding diffraction pattern tr,,n I
Fe,,B, film before laser irradiatw,

Pal fbi

After irradiation, the films were taken off the substrates by cleation of metastable crystalline phases could be observed
dissolving the Al layer in dilute NaOH solution. Films pre- anywhere in the laser-irradiated spot. Films containing onl.
pared by this method can immediately be examined by trans- 5 at. % B, contained some large I 1000 A) bcc crystals at
mission electron microscopy (TEM), without further thin- the outer boundary of the irradiated regions. We could not
ning. This in turn allows a whole irradiated spot to be determine whether the crystals were a-Fe or a metastable
observed. The laser-irradiated regions can be easily distin- Feg3B. bcc solid solution, since the difference in lattice spac-
guished in the TEM image by the disappearance of the "or- ing between them is very small (0.003 A I. Most likely the%
ange peel" morphology [see Fig. 2(a)], which is a replica of are Fe, B., since growth of a-Fe requires diffusion oser a
the substrate surface. distance of about 1000 A, which seems not plausible during

In the modulated films, the as-deposited FerBA layers the short lifetime of the melt. Since the lattice spacing of
are amorphous, as shown by the weak halo superimposed on metastable bcc Fe,,B, is very close to that of'a-Fe, it is quite
first diffraction ring of a-Fe in Fig. 2(b), and the as-deposited possible that the bcc Fe,,B, crystals grew epitaxially from
Fe layers consist of polycrystalline a-Fe with a grain size less pre-existing a-Fe crystals, which are present only at the
than 100A. All the Fe-B alloys, with 24, 19, 15, 10, 8 and 5 boundary of the irradiated spot.
at. % B, were found to form glasses, after irradiation, as It has been argued that the possibility of forming a crys-
shown in Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). Except for the 5-at. % B films, talline phase ofthe same composition as the melt makes glass
no epitaxial growth from pre-existing a-Fe crystals or nu- formation difficult, since partitionless crystallization i.e..

FIG 3 (al TEM dark field image and h

corresponding diffraction pattern from a
FeB, fi)m after laser irraditin(ni

(a) (i
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without solute redistribution) is thought to be a very fast 'W Klement, R H Willens, and P Du%ez. Nature 187.,869 l96i)
process.'4 

' In the Fe-B system, however, alloys with a B 2M H Cohen and D Turnbull, I Chem Ph~s 31, 1164 ,195Y
'D Turnbull, Contemp Ph)s 10, 473 11969,content between 5 and 12 at 0/e can be quenched into glasses "H Jones, in Proceedings of the 2nd International Conhi r, r'e o,, Rap i
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I nt rodQ ut, or.

Since the firs: successful quenching of liquid Au 4 S; to Ut glassy state
(1 , mar.) metallic allots have been prepared as glasses. As V r~ q ed b%

Cohe. and Turntculi2, it appiears that nearly all liqu ids ould unds-rac a
transitia-. to a glass', state if crystallization can. be typassed or coolino.

Tnis condition is most difficult to met-t in ure monator.-IC metals, wchare-

therefore believed to be the most difficult glass formers (3).

The cooling: rates ach ieved by the so-called 's;lat-quenchr~no or m-t
spunnina' tecr~n~ques. ir. which a liquid is spread as a thin la c-r ove r a

cold sutstrate, ranq, frcir 1,' to 10 K/s (4). ,alt1 selected alo s-,sters

over limi.ted composition. ranges, can, be quenched into glasses at tht s
co- Lina rates . For exam; le, re-B allo> glasses can Le producd I~ sF lat -

que ,r.ina; o-I) i f Ue , contain 12-28 at. %b (I. B.els J 12_ at~? meF rt a st a;
bcc crsstalire solid scljtions are, fored. t.

I t : s - : 1 knccr tfat s5r:r laser j u',s, car ind--c ra; .-d -

rrscl.ifi cat .or. ir. su rfac laxetrb of seccs w -ttcs a-Ar2 tt 1 s5r:.t r

U - se durat .a.,, tts fastter trt be at Iso as>) cocusi wlt

pulses. ultrafass coolir.), u. to 1-
1 3 

V s, can cc- acs..eved

ultr&ciio' cuencrin;z rat.es ma),, it ; nsale_ to stud. new rcAQ ne's ofc rsta.
grcth. fonnratior of me-:astalle jp(.ses. and alass-for .ica~- - 7
usefuhess of these ultratciasw enhr rates h~as tn-rs. dc-ma stza! ,;t.'t

wore of Lc et al B)1. w!,c used I ;z c,2'. ;I se-s t crm, It S . an-.a

s.- e jnt . . -or s oire hous ser-s card.:: or ph as.t on the surface ofa

s~ncs crystal. Ot her 'Iiqu i d q-ue.c.c:.oC te-c h.i qut s alway s ha d rrodu ce d t

stt s1 c r, s t a : .en Si p hast - W. s.ave used tv :s quench.inc technri qe to stz

ala-s foroa:.ar is - Ft-B allis.

rl. naOr pal :rI1e is st. F C7 or- rt a 1 alloy S arc:

-r hcx 3 cos.: Of the. r.-1 It ot t a 1s-cZ fcr a ..

cr.. st a a:c z_ t, its srcrt l~fe ti- . Es. eirce .I IC'- -

exivrinstntsoS - and heat-fl- calculatiors (71 ind:cat.- lt U.

lcer t' r1 s at c U u t I1r ns, . : scne ..- tncr-,--al o' ~ tci-a

op tc alI at,-;* ezt for a rstel ar. sr7. an to those of th I.

txicor k-nt #-c in- lar n-el: lcf, ! 17. i s ess , cted-. S-,rc-c tht at ort

di ffuscy.: tI r tee me Mt is5 a-out l
4

cors5-l. ; r.sn x e-t ;i cs Cr I a:t
3J,. Tre stan* ; mater ial1 shoul d therefor.- L5t homrooeneaus or- thc;s sc a-

i dvtr .,. i nathet s truc tu r- o f t he ,£1.76', thi 1cek t r anrs fcr ed la-.s-

?nrlse ir. t Si as, scne is a reflectivits differenc betwee' t'e

anri S o.. a7- or .sta, 'n. phase , wh.ich allcs conve nient charac-teri1ze: . c7

o~tcca: eccrcscof;, th5- metals require direct diffraction methods for

structural detersiretior.. Transmission electron microscqv (TtM is -,art
tst, tecrr.iqu- of choice h ro. Since the ;ar id coolinq requires a cc>) sut-
strats- that is much thicken than the 1000A melt-depth, a prot'er arises in

ottainin, a tri-1 foil1 for TEN observation. Thinning frar tnt' kack i s roct as-

en~tirel satisfactory solution., since it does not permit invest;aaeior of a'

enti rt lC:C r diameter seot . We have develIored a very- sate sfactr.-
solutjon to. i-ott these problems, based on coriositionall) mW..lated flmer

as described tela. It has the. additional advantaacs of pcrmittina a lar;.
numoer of san; It-s witU- different ca'ej-sitiacis to be. made fromr 3.s., t.wy

s1 utterirn4 tara; tn-
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30 D~owco'xd loser pulse

I

Fe At ilm

:,r:,r- cr to a Va iat It scal., of

da? h rA,.a fi I r. af t er ,rra !i at i o. by a 3) se c
,t a a.sar, srt Cy't, )rof I I,

... F- ooiotitsona. I c> -moj atd f ilIrs .,,th rod,,latI Or, -aVe 'c c:r
t- ro'i of tt.f maxirco lernoh -, >f durino tht lifetime of the me?.

wr, alJ . t~as,d ::-. s rrter-dtiositcor fror alte-rrarrz taro, tr of

'- a..' '.T:., filrsAp l. t'izk. .I d.-O5~te' Ortc a

i F co; -' suiLctra. ccat( J t a- *-va; ,rat.) A? 6l,5 1
a= crl ,s t oof th 'IsCudms reliat ,t

z a~. ft- t- id'or.-njt.r: O.tainr..a dcfosi t; on rates of Fe ard Fe-' F.-
* a. I. vari r ae- .s t Ino t he F cI F7~E:. t r I.nre s r a ..

tav, r a, cc--: cs t ior I r, th( range -24 at.%B werc Frei arcd.

T.., sa. Ic e x, r radia t, d t f 3. ' sce Nd:YA:5 I.o . MIt last
s, 5. ift a t-t ar di,t r of al~c.t 10,' , ard a!. avera.. fluence of

C t, Th. fi lms wert- the r takker. off th sutrstrates ty di ssolvir~g tre

Ala '.'r ir a dilute (Ia.) szolutior., and uould immwediattl% b. examinred t%

trar.sr.i.sio. clectron riorosojy r(TD). This techriqjie allows examriatio.

cf a ,-hrle irradiated spot.

- tc a, 'sc 5 1 7

Ir tr,, mod,.lated filr-s. tht as-dqlosited F, layers consisted of pcl'-

Cr' stal lit. 1-Y7 wIth. qraIr. SIZ, less that. lkOCA (Fi gure ta ), and the as-

I, es it, d F- 7'F 4 laycys w~re alrncr-.oo,i as showr t-v the weak halo suler-

imi~ose-d on) th, first ring of -Fe diffraction. patterns in Figure 2(t)).

All thr- Fe-B alloys, with 24, 19. 15, 20, 8 and 5 at.% B, were found to

form glasses after irradiation, as shown ir. Fioure 2(o) and (d). Exoert for

th, at.% B films, no ej itaxial qrowth, fror, the pre-existing i-Fe crystals
cr nucleation Of metastale crystallint: phases could be observed anywhere in
tht laser-irradiated spots. Films containing nnly 5 at.%. b contained some
large -lu~uA) boo crystals at the edges of the irradiated regions, as shown

in Figure 3ts) and WL. Although the lattice spacing is close to that of
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(a) (d)

-i ru, EM dar. field imaqcs and thf corres roTndin2 diffractio:,
pattQ rr E frorr a re9 ,B5 filw LwforL- (a,b) and after (c,d) laser
irradiation.
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ir
it, V".• .

Ficur. 3 TE1M dark field image and correspanding diffraction
yattrn. taken fror the edqv of a laser-irradiated spot on a
Fe9 &5 - ilt.

-F, it was not fossiLl> to determine whether the crystals consisted of
*-F> or a metastail- Fea:2P icc s-lid solution, since the difference in
lattzc, s'acin between then is very small (-.OC3A) (E). Most likely the-,
ar. F-_.-.. , sic-t- grot,- of ,-Fe crystals to such size would require dsffvsia
over . distance cf arot l,?, whtich seems not possible during the short
.. fEt:r. of tre mlt. These cc crystals are present only at the edges of
t- ;:rratiate± s: cts. Their absence from the center of the spcts rules ot
t' at toe' wc.lz be the result of homogeneous or-heterogeneous nucleation in.

melt. This leaves orly eitaxial crystal growth as their possible ori:zn.
Snr.c-e toe lattice s;azir, of the metastaLle bcc Fe95B5 is very close tc that
of .-F, it is quite fosstle that the boo Fe9B:h crystals grew e~itaxia

'..

fra- t:A ;re-existig i-Fe crystals that were present only at the edges of
t:.a irradiated s~ots (see Figure 1). In coniarison. we notice that. after
irradiatior.. no observable crystal growth occurred at the edges of the slcts
in the hiaher B-containino (IS at.) Fe-B alloys, whereas i-re crystals gre-
fror the as-d-Fosited grain size of 50D to about I ott in pure Fe films (2;.
This indicates that & has a very stronq effect on the crystal growth veloc-t)
of tht. Fe allo':s. The change of driving force can also be a factor in some
cas,s.

Since the tim scalt involved in this quenching method is so short, only
,artitionless solidification, either partitionless crystallization or glass
formation, r, ed to L,, considered. If partitionless crystallization can be
Irevented. a glass will be formed. In the low B-containing Fe-B alloys, the
most obvious tyje of j artitionless crystallization is the formation of
mc.tastable -Fe(b) solid solutions.

It has been argued that the possibility of forming crystalline phase
of the samy comioition as the melt makes glass formation difficult 113,14),
sirce partitionless crystallization is thought usually to be a very fast
.rocess. In the Fe-B system, however, alloys with a B-content between 5 and
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12 at.% can be quenched into glasses (at high quenching rates) as well a5
solid sulutions (6) (at lower quenching rates). This indicates that,
although partitionless crystallizatior is no doutt interface-limuted, th,
kt.',,tic coefficient is much smailei than. the collision-lim;uted value for 1,;r,
elements (l,6, presumably due to the local rearrangemerts required to
change the strong chemical short rge order (l0) around the atB i' t k

liquid state to that characteristic of the bcc solid solution (6). Tf,- saN
argument must also be invoked to account for the thermal stat.lity of tht

glassy phase after the quench.

Figure 4 shows the calculated T, line of a solid -Fe(b) solutior wit

respect to a liquid Fe(W soluto.. Regular solution behavior was assumed
for both liquid and solid solutions in this calculation. The values of the
exchange energy parameters at each temperature T were determuned from th,

corresponding solidus and liquidus points at that temperatmre(18, M1 . r ta.
used to determine the corresponding comisoition on the T, line. The ," lino
can be regarded as tht locus of the conoruent melting points of the metastalE,1- F '- {M S I n l d % r ]u t l n . A l I & T o n il y ,, t h i c O l , i u ' r t f t ni r l t e rn+ I Itu J

strongly depressed by adding S to Fe. This enhlnre* the glass-forminu

ability, provided that glass transition te"e)4sture is a slowly varyino
function of composition. The obaervation that 12 atA. 8-containino Fe-b
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alloys can be quenched into single phase bcc solid solution suggested that
To at 12 at.% B should be greater than the glass transition temperature. Our
calculation is indeed in agreement with this speculation. Hasegawa et al.
(5) observed that Fe-B glasses with about 18 at.% B or less crystallize first
to the single phase bcc solution on heating. Our calculation shows that the
coiosition corresponding to To = Tc is about 16 at.%B, (T crystallization
temperature of the glass, 660K for 18 at.% B glass (5)1 in good agreement
wit'. the observations, taking into account the approximate nature of the
regular solution calculation.

Although for the 5-12 at.% B-containing Fe-B alloys, the TO line lies
above the glass transition temperature, these alloys can still be quenched
intc glasses (i.e.: not crystallize into bcc solutions) probably because of
the drastic change ir, chemical short range order in the transition from
liquid Fe(B) to a bcc .-Fe(B) solution. Since in none of the specimens
crystal growtth due to heterogeneous or homogeneous nucleation inside the
milt was ohserv 'd it is possible that Fe-B alloys with even lower B content
car, t- iuenzr, J int glasses by this technique. This possibility is now
being investigated.

Cor.:lusion

We hart demonstrated that the ultrahigh cooling rate induced by psec
laser julse irradiation can be used to obtain qlassy Fe-B alloys with a B-
content as low as 5 at.%, which is very significantly lower than the B-
content required foir glass formation by other liquid quenching techniques.
Th( cooling rates in these experiments are the highest ones used so far to
quench metallic liquid alloys, and the results illustrate the potential of
the technique for formation of new glasses and for the study of the kinetics
of crystal growth.
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